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OPEC Watch List

Which OPEC producers have suffered the biggest reversal of fortunes and who is most at risk of a meltdown in the months
ahead?

Oil production (mb/d)
Country

2014

Geopolitical risk

Last month

Change over
past year

Risk for the
next year

Comment

Saudi Arabia

9.67

10.30

3

Iraq

3.26

4.21

9

Kuwait

2.87

2.94

1

2 Small population, a lot of money, shock absorbers available.

Iran

2.79

2.80

6

3 Turn‐around story of the year, has seen a reversal of fortune y/y.

UAE

2.77

2.90

1

2 Flush with cash and few citizens, UAE sits in the sweet spot.

Venezuela

2.46

2.50

7

9 Plenty of risk going into the December polls.

Nigeria

2.04

1.98

9

8 Elections bought time but December's amnesty decision is critical.

Angola

1.65

1.78

5

5 Once caught in a 27 year civil war, it's now a more stable member.

Algeria

1.12

1.10

5

7 A looming leadership transition looks to be a major risk.

Qatar

0.71

0.65

1

2 Reliant on LNG, Qatar's challenge will emerge later this decade.

Ecuador

0.56

0.54

5

6 Protests proliferating despite President's electoral track record.

Libya

0.45

0.35

10

Scale:

High ‐> Low

6 Budget pressures continue to mount amid rising tensions.
10 How long can oil remain immune from rising instability?

10 Peace talks and efforts to restart exports have not borne fruit.
High ‐> Low

Source: RBC Capital Markets
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Saudi Arabia: Somewhere in the middle

 There have been unprecedented leadership
changes in the Kingdom since the death of
Abdullah. Power has consolidated in the
hands of the young Mohammad Bin Salman
with the accession of his father, King
Salman.
 The leadership shake-up coincides with a
period of skyrocketing spending to keep
young population content and out of the
streets. The King granted a two-month
salary bonus to all Saudis in January.
 Saudi is also spending heavily on defense
as part of a stepped-up effort to roll back
Iranian influence in the region, fighting a
war in Yemen, and to double down on
support to Syrian rebels.
 Saudi ran a deficit in 2014 when Brent
averaged $99.5/bbl. This year, they are
burning through their FX reserves at a very
alarming rate and have already resorted to
borrowing this year. FX reserves have
already slipped from $745.8bln in 3Q14 to
around $654bln currently.
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OPEC: Betting on a brighter future

 OPEC reaffirmed their collective 30 mb/d
quota, sticking to their strategy of letting
market forces rebalance the market and
produce a price recovery.
 Saudi and GCC allies emphasize an
improving demand picture. They see the
market rebalancing and demand growing by
50% between now and 2040; they continue
to talk of prices resetting in 2016.
 While the strongest members of OPEC
seem content for now to stick out lower
prices, we believe that even a reset towards
$75-80/bbl would not work for the weakest
members of OPEC.
 If the strategy to wait for a market rebalance
were not to pay off in 2016, an OPEC
course correction should not be ruled out, in
our view.
 There are two key decision makers to
watch.
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Saudi decision making
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 They also still maintain that strong demand
and “gently declining” US production is
already producing a rebalancing and that
process will only gain steam in 2016.
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 Hence, we believe that Saudi will have to
endure more pronounced political and
economic pain and become convinced that
a recovery is not on the cards for 2016
before opting to cut output.
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 Saudi officials have recently stated that the
Kingdom has a long runway to deal with the
price downturn due to their reserve war
chest and modest debt.

Saudi Arabia oil revenue as a % of total budget
revenue

Libya**

 Saudi Arabia remains the cartel’s ultimate
decision maker and has not yet changed
course despite the mounting financial costs
of the strategy.

100%

Iraq

 Given rising budget pressures, palace
infighting, and low oil prices, the likelihood
of Saudi exiting the current strategy
increases as these pressures mount.

Source: Bloomberg, IMF, news and government sources, RBC Capital Markets
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Russian decision making

 The other potential trigger for an OPEC
policy reversal would be a decision by
Russia to share the burden of a cut with
OPEC, like in 1986 and 1998.

80

 Thus far, Russia has rejected such OPEC
requests for output coordination.

40

 The devaluation of the ruble and an
increase in revenue from crude exports has
shielded the populace from the full effects of
the oil price decline.

20

 The economic pain could become so severe
that Putin agrees to sign off on a cut. For
now though, that is not the case.
 In fact, the Rosneft CEO has again publicly
poured cold water on a coordinated cut
saying that Russian companies are
accountable to foreign shareholders and
cannot “administer the oil industry like an
OPEC country can.”
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Syria: Double down

 Temperatures are rising as foreign actors
increase their involvement in Syria.
 Russian intervention in the Syrian civil war
will likely extend the shelf life of the conflict
and make it an ever-deeper money pit for
the oil producers participating.
 There is minimal immediate risk to global
energy supplies given that the vast majority
of the country’s production is already
offline.
 However, there is certainly a chance of an
oil price spike on the back of the contagion
risk posed by accidental clashes between
foreign actors.
 Syria only adds to Saudi’s rising budget
pressures as it faces palace infighting, and
it raises the likelihood that OPEC’s largest
producers will seek an early exit from the
current strategy.

Turkey (critic
of the Assad
regime)
supports
Syrian
opposition

Aleppo

Russia
(supports the
Assad regime)
conducting
air strikes
against rebels

Hassakeh
Raqqa

USA (supports moderate
rebels) conducting
airstrikes against Islamic
State

Homs

SYRIA

Deir al‐Zour

Mayadin

Iran (pro‐Assad) believed
to have influenced
Hezbollah's decision to
send fighters

Damascus
Major oil refineries
Major cities in or near ISIS zones
Approximate ISIS control zones
ISIS operational sphere
Areas with oil fields; lines represent pipelines
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Saudi Arabia
(anti‐Assad)
supports
several rebel
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Source: BBC, World Energy Outlook, IEA, Petroleum Economists, Institute for the Study of War, RBC Capital Markets
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Nigeria: One of the ‘fragile five’

 Nigeria dodged a bullet with the surprisingly
successful presidential election of
Muhammadu Buhari in March. However, the
challenges of governing Africa’s most populous
nation remain formidable.
 Buhari is fighting a two-front war: 1) against
Boko Haram, 2) against corruption.
 Historically, Nigeria has experienced significant
supply disruptions with armed militants
occupying energy facilities, sabotaging
pipelines and kidnapping oil company
personnel.
 The Movement for the Emancipation of the
Niger Delta (MEND) shut in around one-third of
Nigerian production on any given day between
2005 and 2009.
 Buhari has strong anti-corruption credentials,
but his cabinet appointments have been
heavily weighted to his native region, and it
remains to be seen whether he will swing the
axe too harshly on corruption and incite
renewed militancy.

Appointments made by President Buhari to date
(% as of August 2015, Premium Times)
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Iraq: One of the ‘fragile five’

 Iraq is the poster child for the divergence
between political stability and the oil story. Oil
output has reached record highs while the
economic and security picture continues to
darken.
 While the government’s cash crunch and
infrastructure constraints could hamper growth,
ISIS poses the clearest danger to current
output.
 So far, ISIS has avoided attacking major
southern facilities but has consistently targeted
northern energy infrastructure.
 The Iraq-Turkey Pipeline (ITP, 600kb/d)
appears especially vulnerable.
 An ISIS attack on a southern facility would
have a more dramatic price effect, but does
not seem a part of the playbook for now.
 The security crisis, challenging contract
structure, and persistent governance problems
may also undercut future growth.
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Libya: One of the ‘fragile five’

 Libya has descended into civil war with two
rival governments, each with outside backing.
The UN-led peace talks have gained little
traction thus far, and ISIS has exploited the
security vacuum to expand their presence in
the country.
 With two rival governments, little has improved
economically and the country as a whole
remains unstable.
 Libyan production did roar back after the
overthrow of Gaddafi in October 2011 and the
conclusion of the NATO campaign.
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 Overall, we see little indication that the country
will improve imminently, and there are reports
that the energy infrastructure has sustained
more damage during the civil war than during
the anti-Gaddafi uprising.
 If however a return were to materialize, it
would be a large negative shock given the
existing oversupply of light, sweet barrels.

Source: EIA, Bloomberg, RBC Capital Markets
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Venezuela: One of the ‘fragile five’

 Faced with soaring inflation, shortages of
essential goods, and mounting public protests,
Venezuela appears poised for a major
meltdown as its heads into December
parliamentary polls.
 The country’s multitier exchange rate system
disincentivizes the stocking of basic good by
stores if you are not getting USD at the official.
 The key question is whether the situation could
lead to a supply disruption along the lines of
the 2002-2003 PDVSA strike that shut in 1/3 of
country’s production.
 At the time, Hugo Chavez fired 18,000 PDVSA
employees, diluting the technocratic
competence of the company but rendering it
politically compliant.
 PDVSA has avoided participating in the recent
protests, and will likely continue to opt out as
long as the government pays them. However,
such a scenario cannot be ruled out given the
severity of the fiscal crisis.
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Iran: Turn-around story of the year
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 We think it will be hard to derail the deal in
a veto-proof manner in Washington, thus
the main potential roadblock is the IAEA’s
final certification (Dec 15) on the possible
military dimension of Iran’s nuclear
program.

8

Japan

 While the pace of sanctions relief may
prove slower than some are anticipating,
given the low base Iran was starting from,
we believe that it will prove a meaningful
improvement – especially the access to
SWIFT and hard currency in frozen
accounts.

Iran GDP growth (%)

India

 Assuming it is implemented, crippling
sanctions will be lifted and Iran will be able
to put an additional 375-500 kb/d of crude
on the market in late Q2 2016.

10

China

 Iran is our turn-around story of the year as it
is poised to emerge from decades of
economic and international isolation after
the recently concluded nuclear deal.

Source: EIA, IEA, World Bank, RBC Capital Markets
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Michael Tran’s Global Balance and Forecasts

Our balance and base-case price forecasts (Q3 15 onwards are forecasts)

Source: RBC Capital Markets, Petro-Logistics SA, IEA, EIA, company and government sources.
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Recent Commodity Strategy Research
Clients can find our research at: RBCInsight.com or on the RBC Research iPad app

 Iran: Bring it on (October 20, 2015)
 Oil Markets in Focus: The triumphs and challenges facing Canadian crudes (October 14, 2015)
 Syria: Double Down (October 9, 2015)
 Commodity Surveyor: State of the asset (October 7, 2015)
 ISIS and Oil: Off the radar but on our minds (September 29, 2015)
 Oil Strategy: A tale of tail risks (September 10, 2015)
 Commodity Surveyor: “Cruel summer” (Part II) (September 4, 2015)
 Thinking Out Loud: What's next for oil markets? (August 31, 2015)
 Commodity Surveyor: Cruel Summer (August 10, 2015)

Source: RBC Capital Markets
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